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About This Content

Hive - The Pillbug is an expansion piece for the core Hive game.

The Pillbug adds a lot of depth and new strategies to traditional Hive. While the Pillbug itself moves slowly just like the Queen
(ie. one space at at time), it does have its own special abliity: It is able to pick up its neighboring pieces and move them

regardless if they are a friends or foe! The Pillbug adds a whole new level of defensive and offensive strategy to the game!

You can use the Pillbug in all of the game modes available in the core Hive game, including online, local, and games against the
computer. You can also earn new achievements that can only be granted using the Pillbug's special abilities!
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Title: Hive - The Pillbug
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
BlueLine Games
Publisher:
BlueLine Games
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or better

Processor: 1 gHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+ w/ GL_ARB_framebuffer_object

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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hive pillbug strategy. hive pocket pillbug expansion. hive pillbug rules. hive pillbug pdf. hive pillbug pocket. hive pillbug
clarification. hive carbon pillbug expansion. hive game pillbug. hive pillbug carbon. hive the pillbug. hive pillbug amazon. hive
pillbug movement. hive pillbug купить. hive pillbug review. hive pillbug expansion. hive pillbug buy. hive pocket pill bug

Every expansion piece for Hive provides an excellent twist to the existing game.. \uff32\uff25\uff21\uff2c
\uff29\uff33\uff2f\uff30\uff2f\uff24 \uff28\uff2f\uff35\uff32\uff33. I like Hive a lot, but I think the Pillbug is pretty essential.
Without it, I feel that there is a prevailing strategy which is a bit too apparent, and I feel like the games can get stuck in a similar
rut\/pattern. Playing with the Pillbug changes everything, though. The Pillbug introduces a lot more depth and complexity, and
games are more interesting & last longer with it in play.. Grab the complete pack as all three extra bugs are great. Pillbug adds
some interesting defense and control.
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